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Abstract

Scanning probe spectroscopy generates high-dimensional data that is difficult to
analyze in real-time, hindering researcher creativity. Machine learning techniques
like PCA accelerate analysis but are inefficient, noise-sensitive, and lack inter-
pretability. We developed an unsupervised deep neural network constrained by
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a known empirical equation to enable real-time, robust fitting. Demonstrated on
band-excitation piezoresponse force microscopy, our model fits cantilever response
to a simple harmonic oscillator more than 4 orders of magnitude faster than least
squares while enhancing robustness. It performs well on noisy data where conven-
tional methods fail. Quantization-aware training enables sub-millisecond streaming
inference on a field-programmable gate array (FPGA), orders of magnitude faster
than data acquisition. This methodology broadly applies to spectroscopic fitting
and provides a pathway for real-time control and interpretation.

1 Introduction

Scientific discovery relies on experiments to observe, validate, and model phenomena, includ-
ing nanoscale dynamics in catalysis[1], energy conversion[2], and next-generation electronics[3].
Advances in instrumentation [4][5] have vastly increased data volume, but most of it remains under-
analyzed, leading to failed experiments. Analyzing data is time-consuming, limiting experiment
quantity and complexity.

Recent trends in multimodal scanning and electron microscopy capture dynamic material responses[6].
Electron microscopy can reach speeds of 400 Gbps[7] while scanning probe spectroscopies provide
insights into various material dynamics [8][9][10]. However, analyzing the large, high-dimensional
data often occurs long after experiments, hindering real-time feedback for sensitive samples and
creative inquiry (see Supplemental Materials S1 for more information).

2 Related work

2.1 Limitations of prior work

Machine learning (ML) holds the potential for expediting microscopy analysis but faces challenges.
Traditional clustering struggles with continuous features and material physics boundaries [11][12].
Statistical dimensionality reduction[13], like PCA, is fast but less effective in multimodal materials
microscopy[14][15], lacking scalability and interpretability. Other ML methods, such as dictionary
learning[16] and non-negative matrix factorization[17], have their limitations.

Recent advances in deep neural networks (DNNs) with autoencoder structures enable microscopy
dimensionality reduction[9][18][19][20][21]. These networks use convolutions or recurrence to
capture spatial information and consider data’s ordinal nature. Regularized bottleneck layers (e.g., L1
sparsity[9], variational constraints[18], or normalizing flows[22]) facilitate descriptive latent spaces,
although sometimes non-physics-compliant.

Physics-informed neural networks are emerging, incorporating physics constraints (e.g., partial
differential equations) into the loss function[23]. These constraints can be soft[24] or hard[25],
or include empirical expressions[26], enabling interpretable data parameterizations[27]. However,
applying them to real noisy materials data requires further exploration.

Integrating neural networks as fast physics-constrained approximations holds promise for real-time
physics-compliant analysis in materials synthesis, characterization, and manufacturing.

2.2 Experimental procedure

Thin films of PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3/Ba0.5Sr0.5RuO3/NdScO3 were grown via pulsed laser
deposition[9][15][18]. These films exhibit a unique hierarchical domain structure[28] due to strain
from NdScO3, leading to variations in piezoresponse and switching mechanisms.

Band-excitation piezoresponse force microscopy (BE-PFM) was conducted on these films. BE-PFM
Polarization Spectroscopy was performed in a 60× 60 grid using a conductive cantilever-mounted
tip, applying a small-signal BE waveform (1 V) near the cantilever resonance. Real and imaginary
components of the cantilever response were obtained via fast-Fourier transform. Bipolar-triangular-
switching waveforms were applied during measurements. Piezoresponse parameters (amplitude (A),
phase (ϕ), resonance frequency (ω), and dissipation (q) were determined by fitting the cantilever
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response to a simple harmonic oscillator model. Piezoelectric hysteresis loops were calculated for
each pixel (more information in Supplemental Materials S1).

Conventional data analysis methods have challenges, like Least Square Fitting (LSQF[29]). They
require initial parameter guesses, are sensitive to noise, and can get stuck in local minima. Signal
processing and machine learning can help but need careful tuning. A neural network for initial
guesses requires labeled training data and doesn’t significantly speed up analysis [30].

LSQF typically takes around 15 minutes for a dataset of 1.38 million fits parallelized on 8 CPU
threads. Increasing computing resources poses practical challenges. Thus, analysis often occurs well
after experiments, limiting creative inquiry and the full potential of automated techniques.

3 Results and discussion

Here, we develop an unsupervised physics-constrained neural network to accelerate and robustly
conduct SHO and piezoelectric hysteresis loops in experimental data with low SnR. To do this,
we built an ultracompact unsupervised DNN with 7254 parameters to conduct fast approximates
of fits to empirical physics-based models. With strong physics regularizers, we went beyond first-
order optimization methods to improve optimization performance and speed by using approximate
second-order optimization methods.

Overall, we demonstrate several important breakthroughs:

1. Speed – we can train our model to conduct 1.38 million SHO fits in less than 5 minutes and
can conduct inference in <3 seconds with a batch size of 1024 on free computing resources
(PCIe P100 on Google Colab).

2. Robustness – We demonstrate that SHO and hysteresis loop fit results have narrower and
more physically reasonable distributions than LSQF results.

3. Signal-to-noise – Our model performs well and provides physically interpretable results on
artificially noisy data where well-designed conventional LSQF pipelines fail.

4. Real-time – We conduct quantization-aware training to deploy this model on an FPGA.
Simulations predict streaming inference at 37 µs, orders of magnitude faster than the data
acquisition and sufficiently fast for real-time control of automated experiments.

To conduct SHO and piezoelectric hysteresis loop fits, we designed a physics-constrained DNN
(Figure 1). The general philosophy is to design an autoencoder that takes the signal, the real and
imaginary components, as input. It predicts an embedding (x), where x are the parameters of the
empirical fitting function. Thus, the decoder is merely the empirical function shown in the inset of
Figure 1 for the SHO and equations 1-6 piezoelectric hysteresis loops (see Supplemental Materials
S3), respectively. Since all the operators in the empirical function are differentiable, the model can be
trained end-to-end using backpropagation. We optimize the model to minimize the mean-squared
reconstruction error (MSE) between the input spectra and the fit results.

Our model combines 1D convolutional layers with pooling for computational efficiency. These layers
use learnable weight kernels with a set stride to consider the ordinal nature of the voltage sequence
applied to the ferroelectric material. After dimensionality reduction, fully connected layers predict
fitting parameters. The model’s performance is robust to hyperparameter variations. An effective
architectural choice was adding a residual layer to pass information directly from the first set of
convolution layers to dense layers, aiding in capturing both general spectroscopic patterns and finer
resonance details.

3.1 Accelerating the SHO fitting process

Our compact DNN for SHO fitting (Figure 1) has just 7254 parameters, in contrast to ResNet34’s
21.5 million parameters[31], enabling fast training and FPGA deployment. We split the data 70/30 for
training/testing to ensure our model was not overfitting. Unlike typical DNNs, our DNN uses physics
constraints, leading to a non-smooth loss landscape, which is challenging for first-order optimizers
like SGD. AdaHessian[32], a second-order optimizer, addresses this by approximating the second
derivative, enabling adaptive learning rates. We train with AdaHessian for 5 epochs (batch size 200,
initial lr 0.1) on a Tesla P100-PCIe GPU in Google Colab Pro, optimizing based on MSE between
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Figure 1: Deep Neural Network architectures for fitting raw data to a simple harmonic oscillator
model

Figure 2: Distributions of predicted parameters. Figure 3: Band-excitation waveform with switch-
ing voltage comparing maps of four parameters
(i-q) predicted by NN and LSQF.

raw data and responses. In BE-PFM, we focus on the accuracy of empirical fit parameters. LSQF and
DNN show similar parameter distributions, but DNN’s are consistently narrower.

Comparing amplitude, phase, resonance frequency, and quality factor maps, LSQF exhibits outliers,
while the DNN provides more realistic results. In conclusion, our DNN matches or surpasses LSQF,
offering practical benefits like faster fitting on GPUs (5 min vs. 18 min). (Supplemental Materials
S4).

3.2 Performance of SHO fitting with noisy data

Our neural network’s robustness was tested with SHO data corrupted by varying levels of additive
random noise (noise factors: 0.0, 2.0, and 7.0) applied to both real and imaginary SHO spectra. Figure
5 compares our physics-constrained neural network (NN) with conventional least squares fitting
(LSQF) on noisy synthetic data. Four key SHO fit parameters (amplitude, phase, resonance frequency,
and quality factor) are analyzed across different noise factors. The neural network consistently
produces more stable and reasonable parameter distributions than LSQF, which exhibits outliers,
demonstrating noise-resilient fitting. At low noise (0.0), our neural network and LSQF perform
well, providing accurate fit parameters. However, as noise increases (2.0 and 7.0), LSQF struggles,
resulting in poor-quality fits and unrealistic parameters due to noise sensitivity and local optima
convergence. Conversely, our physics-constrained neural network maintains stability even at high
noise levels (7.0), reflecting its built-in regularization. While fit quality decreases with noise, the
parameters remain consistent, unlike LSQF. Our network avoids strict assumptions and handles noisy
signals, maintaining interpretability and physical results.

3.3 Accelerating the hysteresis loops fitting

To ensure our DNN’s robustness beyond simple tasks, we tested it on complex piezoelectric hysteresis
loop fitting involving a 9-parameter empirical function[33] (see the function in Supplemental Material
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Figure 5: Violin plots comparing distributions of SHO fit parameters from the physics-constrained
neural network (NN) and least squares fitting (LSQF) on noisy synthetic data. Plots are shown for
amplitude (A), phase (ϕ), resonance frequency (ω), and quality factor (q) at different noise factors.
The neural network maintains tighter, more reasonable distributions than LSQF, which exhibits
outliers. This demonstrates the neural network’s robustness to noise during fitting.

S3). This task poses challenges due to increased parameter complexity, unpredictable initial values,
and parameter sensitivity. We compared our DNN with LSQF (current practice) in predicting the
9 parameters. We trained our model unsupervised to minimize MSE between observed loops and
DNN-predicted fits. Optimization was crucial due to the complex function.

Figure 4: Piezoelectric hysteresis loops fitting re-
sults of DNN compared with LSQF method’s re-
sults. a,c,e Best, median, and worst predictions
of LSQF method. b,d,f Best, median, and worst
predictions of a neural network trained with Trust
Region CG. g Distributions of predicted param-
eters. h Color maps of the signal of parameters
resulted from the LSQF method. i Color maps of
the signal of parameters resulting from the neural
network.

ADAM and AdaHessian optimization methods
did not yield satisfactory results, but a Trust
Region (TR) conjugate gradient optimizer out-
performed them, achieving a much lower MSE
in just 300 seconds. We visually compared DNN
and LSQF reconstructions and used violin plots
to compare NN and LSQF parameter distribu-
tions, demonstrating the DNN’s superior perfor-
mance (see Figure 4 and Supplemental Materi-
als S3 for more information).

4 Conclusion

These tests reveal promising capabilities to ro-
bustly analyze experimental data with signifi-
cant noise using our physics-constrained deep
learning approach. Our method provides a path-
way to enhance the value of spectroscopic tech-
niques on systems previously considered in-
tractable. The developed unsupervised deep neu-
ral network greatly accelerates the data analysis
process in scanning probe spectroscopy, surpass-
ing traditional methods like least squares fitting
in both speed and accuracy. This advancement
is crucial in scientific research where real-time
feedback is essential. By efficiently handling
high-dimensional data, even in noisy conditions,
this approach paves the way for more creative
and dynamic experimentation, particularly in
fields involving complex material dynamics and
nanoscale phenomena.
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